Start to Finish
Repairs & Remodels- One Job at a Time!
647-883-5482
Our policies make us unique!
We are a high value company- not high priced!
We take on even the smallest job. In fact we prefer them. Variety is the spice of life.
No double first hour rates.
No travel fees.*
You pay for time-on-site only! **
You do not pay us for visits to the building supply. *
You do not pay us to go for lunch or coffee.
We do not mark up materials. You pay what we pay and we give you the receipts.
We do not charge for miscellaneous hardware- nails, screws etc. from our inventory.
We do not charge for saw blades or the purchase of specialty tools or replacement tools. ***
An estimate should be within 50% of the actual cost. ****
A quote should be within 15% of the actual cost. ****
We keep our word. If we make an appointment- we will be there.
We work on your project exclusively until completed.
There will not be days where no work happens. *****
We are design conscious.
We know the difference between rustic, traditional, contemporary and modern.
We will not install window trim as baseboard.
We are quality conscious. We build things that last.
We match or exceed any existing workmanship.
It is only good enough when you say so.
We avoid the use of particle board, MDF and click flooring whenever possible.
We listen in order to understand and create your vision.
We have a complete skill set but will bring in licensed trades when required- plumbing, electrical and
HVAC.
We seek out and find money saving solutions wherever possible. We call it MacGivering.
We try to keep it fun.
* Under 100 km round trip.
** Excludes in-shop custom fabrication if applicable.
*** Rental equipment excluded.
**** Without changes.
***** Unless we have to wait for materials or other trades.
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